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Feature Description

Supplier Relationship Management (SRM)
SRM Get 360° visibility over your supply chain to ensure all elements of the relationship

- from risk to performance – is effectively monitored.

Integrated Communications Stay in control! Schedule meetings, upload meeting notes and assign tasks.

Document Repository
Minimise risk and ensure suppliers meet contract expectations by ensuring all
documentation is current. Store all price contracts, certificates, insurance and GDPR
in one place for easy access.

Supplier Profiles Suppliers can manage their own profiles by updating procurement categories, geographic
locations and users.

Supplier Portal
Portal Allows suppliers to answer questions, upload documents, submit pricing and quickly

respond electronically.

Public Events Suppliers can sign up to receive alerts for all published public events if they meet
the buyer’s criteria.

Message Board Messaging facility allows supplier to communicate with the buyer.

Document Repository Store and re-use documents for future events.

Supplier Conversion Tool Converts the supplier’s case price back to a unit of measure price which has been
standardised by the buyer.

Training Continuous online training and support is provided.

Contract Management

Contract Register
Store, track, share and monitor all your contracts in one place. Manage all financial
information including supplier incentives and rebates. Restrict access to selected team
members to meet compliance and security policies.

Notifications Receive automatic notifications of key trigger dates, i.e. review, price review, rebates,
expiry and termination dates.

Unlimited Access Control who has access to which contract(s) and information. There are no limits to
the number of users and contracts.

Associated Unit Separate multiple units so that nothing gets lost. You can even allocate users specific
to their department.

eRFx
Snapshot

Historical Data Capture data including historical prices, volumes, rebates and delivery frequency patterns
to enable post tender valuation.

Influencing Factors Allow suppliers to offer a listing fee, rebate, marketing fee, etc. depending on the stage
of the tender.

Other Incentives Enable suppliers to offer additional incentives, growth rebate, delivery drop, ordering
pattern and delivery frequency.

Templates

Library of RFx Templates Tailor events with flexible templates that allow you to add or remove headers and questions.

Cover Note Templates Invite suppliers to participate in events, with reject, next stage and award templates.

Discovery Questions: RFI, PQQ

Event Questions Select from 8 question types to create your customised questionnaire: contact, yes/no,
certificate, custom, upload, selection, free text and date.

RFI Request for Information  |  PQQ Pre-Qualification Questionnaire
RFQ Request for Quotation  |  RFP Request for Proposal  |  ITT Invitation to Tender
RFA Request for Auction
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eRFx
Pricing Questions: ITT, RFQ, RFP, RFA

Tender Data Pricing templates enables you to quickly upload multiple detailed tender items including
previous prices and volumes purchased.

Merging Data
The system will merge duplicated master PID codes and convert into one single line for
suppliers to quote against regardless of pack size, and apply either the current or average
price to those combined volumes.

Unit Breakdown Upload historical volumes by unit to calculate savings by unit.

Price Line Configuration

Quoting for Services Quote by service frequency.

Quoting for Products Option to quote by unit of measure or preferred case size.

Zero Line Bids Reserve price is used plus x % set by the buyer to calculate any zero-line bids.

Multiple Entries Suppliers can offer more than one price per tendered line.

Product Specifications Suppliers can upload supporting information such as files, product images,
links and general comments.

Scoring and Weighting

Business Needs Scores
Apply supplier’s influencing or custom factors to the overall basket, or by product line, and
apply to either the contract or tendered spend. The new price will be updated along with new
projected spend and total cash savings.

Weighted Scoring View supplier’s net or gross pricing for all products to see variances against current supplier
by value and by %.

System Scoring View which products are driving savings and which ones are costing more against your
current supplier by value and by %. View pricing by either net or gross values.

Buyer Scores Key team members can be assigned to score an event. Our scoring functionality ensures
fairness, a balanced view and complete visibility.

Probe

Tolerance Rules Products that fall out of your target price are auto flagged and can be turned into focus
products to enable each supplier to review and edit their own unique focus products.

Product Status Flag suppliers’ products as either like for like equivalents or suitable alternatives.

Zero Line Bids Auto identifies which products suppliers have not quoted, display % basket spend
and identify if key product lines or not.

Price History Any changes made to supplier’s offering from the first submission are recorded to track the
full history for each tendered line from start to finish.

Carry Forward Events

Requote Round Allows suppliers to review their total basket and update original quote that will move them
into a winning position.

Focus Products Round Rather than reviewing the entire basket, the system highlights the products that the supplier
needs to focus on such as price, quality, etc. along with buyers’ comments.

Traffic Light Round
Highlight product lines supplier is winning, losing, or within winning distance on a line by line
basis. Allows comparison of supplier’s price against current price, reserve price, average
price or the best available price.

Incentive Round Opportunity for suppliers to offer influencing factors and other incentives as part of the
final stage of the tender process.

RFI Request for Information  |  PQQ Pre-Qualification Questionnaire
RFQ Request for Quotation  |  RFP Request for Proposal  |  ITT Invitation to Tender
RFA Request for Auction
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eRFx
Snapshot

Manage Rebates
Apply supplier’s influencing or custom factors to the overall basket, or by product line, 
andapply to either the contract or tendered spend. The new price will be updated along 
with newprojected spend and total cash savings.

Gross or Net Pricing View supplier’s net or gross pricing for all products to see variances against current supplier
by value and by %.

Product Decrease & Increase View which products are driving savings and which ones are costing more against your
current supplier by value and by %. View pricing by either net or gross values.

Event Analysis

Supplier Bids View each supplier bid side-by-side for easy comparison.

Compare Against Swap out current price and compare each supplier offering with either reserve, best,
average, range or by a specific supplier.

Best Basket Split the basket into two or more suppliers and allocate products to each
to achieve maximum savings.

Analytics

Dashboards Visual dashboards provide real-time data and highlights which suppliers
are outperforming others.

Price Analysis Line-by-line product analysis compares each supplier bid side-by-side for easy comparison.

Question Evaluation High level overview of supplier’s performance includes weighted scores for questions.

Best Basket Locates the best price from each supplier, including/excluding influencing factors, to
clearly show the maximum savings when using more than one supplier.

eAuction
Basket eAuction Suppliers can be more competitive by viewing and comparing against the leading bid for

the total basket.

Ranked eAuction Suppliers are only able to see their own ranking within the auction for the total basket.

Line item eAuction Suppliers are able to see if they are winning on a line by line basis but are never aware of
their overall position.

Reserve Supplier Reserve price used as an influencing supplier.

Best Price Supplier Best supplier price used as an influencing supplier.

Auction Preview Bid Delay Suppliers can prepare their pricing but are unable to start actively bidding
until the auction begins.

Auto Extensions Use for last minute bids. Dictate the length of the auto extend and the maximum number
of auto extensions.

Enable Winning Bid Lockout Lock a specific line from the winning supplier until another supplier outbids them.
The supplier can also request their bid to be unlocked.

Best and Final (BAF) Suppliers can update their bid or add an influencing factor. All financials are removed from
the supplier’s dashboard at this stage.

Buyer Portal Get instant visibility of live auction data including each supplier’s ranking and savings
against current supplier.

RFI Request for Information  |  PQQ Pre-Qualification Questionnaire
RFQ Request for Quotation  |  RFP Request for Proposal  |  ITT Invitation to Tender
RFA Request for Auction
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